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Supporting Community
Many rivers has been supporting communities and tenants properties affected by recent bush fire
crisis, food baskets were delivered to the communities of Bellbrook, Purfleet and Forster.
Bellbrook Community had been evacuated due to the fires coming very close to their community,
destroying power lines and cutting of power, causing many tenants to lose full freezers of food.
The Forster and Purfleet Communities were also impacted by the fires, which came within metres of
the Purfleet Community .
The food baskets were well received and were a welcomed bonus in the lead up to Christmas .
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WELCOME TO
THE TEAM

Add a little bit of body text

Many Rivers is proud to welcome our two
new Aboriginal trainees to the team Jakeisha and Melissa.
Jakeisha will be completing a Certificate III
in Business Administration within our
Finance and Administration Team. Melissa
will be completing a Certificate IV in Social
Housing within our Housing Team.
Both trainees will be learning the ropes at
Many Rivers over the coming year with a
potential to see both positions made into
longer opportunities into the future.

What is Rent
Assistance?
Rent Assistance is a payment from Department of Human
Services (DHS) Centrelink to help you pay
Rent
Lodging
Board and lodging (including meals)
Rent Assistance is eligible to make paying rent more
affordable for you and your family.
If you don't currently recieve Rent Assistance talk to
Centrelink to see if you are eligible.

Rent refund

Many Rivers Regional Housing can no longer pay rent
Eathan
. is our new Housing Officer. He will be refunds for tenants paying their rent in advance using
completing a Certificate IV in Social Housing Centrepay (arranged via Centrelink).
with the rest of the Housing and Tenancy
Centrelink has instructed Many Rivers that we cannot
team. Eathan formally worked for Centrelink.
provide a system where tenants use Centrepay to save
money and have it refunded to them.
The team are delighted to have Jakeisha,
What does this mean for you?
Melissa and Eathan join us in working
If you are currently advance in your rent (i.e. have paid more
towards our mission of Closing the Gap in
money than needed);
Aboriginal Wellbeing through housing,
you can stop your Centrepay payments for a few weeks
partnerships and community development.
until you are no longer more than two weeks ahead in
credit
or
You can adjust the amount deducted through Centrepay
online by using your MyGov account or calling Centrelink.
You can find out how much money you have in credit by
looking at your most recent tenant statement or by calling us
on 02 6562 2576. Checking will help you choose which one of
the above choices is best for you.
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Recent Switch in weather

Housing News

With the recent rain and storms, it’s important to make sure that there aren’t any water leaks in
and around your home.
Signs of a leak could be as follows

Recent Switch in Weather
With the recent rain and storms, it’s important to make sure that there aren’t
any water leaks in and around your home.
Signs of leak could be as follows;
Wet ceiling: This can be an obvious sign of a ceiling leak.
- Clean water indicates that the leak could be coming from a leak
in a pipe.
- Dark water stain on the ceiling can be an indication that the roof
is the source of the leak.
Peeling paint: Peeling paint on your ceiling can be a sign of moisture.
Peeling paint in a bathroom is not necessarily a sign of a leak, it’s a
possibility.
Mould: Mould is another sign of moisture, which can point to a leak or
may also be a sign of problems with ventilation.

Staff Profile
Amanda Davey

Give us a call !
If you see any leaks or water stains
give us a call at Many Rivers on
(02) 6562 2576
or message us on Facebook
messenger
I was born and raised in Wauchope and I am proud to be part of the
local Birpai Community. I moved away for awhile before coming
back home in 2008. Before joining Many Rivers in 2019 I worked in
Real Estate as a Senior Property Manager.With my experience in
property management I am hoping to have a positive impact within
the communities in which I work.
I am very proud to be part of such an amazing team, working
together to provide a positive impact across our portfolio's.
In Rugby League I support the Wauchope Blues and in the big
league the Newcastle Knights.
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Dreamtime Story
BIG RAIN COMING

On Sunday afternoon Old Stephen nodded to the dark clouds spreading in the south.
‘Big rain coming,’ he said.
But on Monday there was no rain.
The night was so warm Rosie’s kids dragged their beds outside to maybe feel some
breeze while they slept.
On Tuesday, there was still no rain.
The panting dogs at Roberta’s camp dug themselves dusty holes to keep cool.
Wednesday came, and still no rain.
The children swam in the billabong after school. The water was warm and still.
By Thursday night there was still no rain.
The fat green frogs huddled around the leaky tap on the rain-water tank.
Then on Friday evening the thick grey clouds over the hills were echoing with
thunder.
‘Big rain coming,’ said Stephen.
But there was still no rain.
On Saturday, there was rain.
Wonderful …. Cool …. Wet…. RAIN.
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Kids Corner
Kid's

Corner

Spot the difference
Find a Word

Spot the Difference
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Competition time

Competition Time

Design a
Bookmark !
Here is a bookmark that you can design and send back into
us at Many Rivers Regional Housing using the prepaid
envelope attached .
We will display the finished bookmarks on our Facebook
page with signed permission.
The winner will be sent a "Big Rain Coming" book!

Oh Snap!
Have you got a deadly photo, success story or just
want to share some positivity and love?
Use the hashtag #Manyrivershousing on Facebook.
We can't wait to see your deadly posts!

Name:________________________________________________
Age: ______________Can we print your name ? YES/ NO
Address:______________________________________________
Mum/dad /guardian signature _____________________________
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